Air

Delilah stands still when it begins to fall in the
UQLLTMWN \PMVQOP\;PM¼[JMMV_I\KPQVO\PMKTW]L
J]\[PMLQLV¼\JMTQM^MIVa\PQVO_W]TLIK\]ITTaKWUM
of it. As it folds around her, she thinks not of Moon
but of Mira. The gentleness of the deer passes between the drops; she can almost feel its animal heat
against her skin, but it is only the intensity of her
W_VJWLa¼[_IZU\PQVKWV\ZI[\_Q\P\PMKWTL_I\MZ
She knows now that the deer asked her to take it into her body so that it
could tell her something. Something that can only be said in the language
WN \PMJWLa;WUM\PQVO[PMPI[NWZOW\\MV*]\[PM[\QTTLWM[V¼\NMMTZMILa\W
remember.
She looks up, squinting, and watches the grey mass disintegrate into the
atmosphere. Right before it reaches her, she can remember the exact weight
WN ,ZIOWV¼[PIVL[WVPMZPQX[
Raindrops kiss her skin, and her skin, unbidden by her, kisses them back.
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LONELY IN THE HEART OF THE WORLD

5th MOON

O
 )\\PMJMOQVVQVOWN PMZÅN\PUWWVQV\PM_WZTL\PMTI[\WN \PMNWWL4WVMTa
KIZZQML_Q\PPMZJMKWUM[XIZ\WN PMZIVLQ[[]J[MY]MV\TaTW[\*]\[PM¼[[\QTT
made no progress toward the mountain, and the forest still feels unknown.
The river has many arms, spreading out to nourish all the mountainsides,
and there is no straight path to the source. Every time she leads the horse up
a hill for a view of the high mountain again, they are somewhere different
than where she thought they were, and seemingly no closer than they were
when they started.
This morning they came upon another farm. Though the horse lingered in
the trees like a frightened deer, Lonely quickened her pace when she saw that
PW][MM[XMKQITTa_PMV[PM[I_\_WÅO]ZM[IUIVIVLI_WUIVJMVLQVOW^MZ
their garden. This house was made of logs and surrounded by crumbling walls
of stone. Flowering ivy grew over it. Lonely hoped for food, but more than that
she hoped for another brief respite from loneliness. She thought she would tell
\PMUIJW]\.I_V¼[NIUQTa#[PM_W]TL\MTT\PMU\PMZM_MZMW\PMZNIZUMZ[W]\
here who wanted to know about them and who were lonely too. Then someday Chelya and Rye would thank her for the new friends they had found, and
Lonely would have found one small way to repay them.
But her fantasies dissolved when the woman hurried into the house at the
sight of her, and the man walked fast at her with tensed and swollen chest,
wielding his hoe like a weapon.
“Who are you?” he shouted. “What are you doing here?”
 ?Q\PW]\\PQVSQVONWTTW_QVOIVWTLMZQV[\QVK\\PIV\PMNZQMVLTQMZWVM[PM¼L
TMIZVMLI\.I_V¼[PWUM4WVMTaZIV
 ;PM ZMUMUJMZML _PI\ +PMTaI PIL \WTL PMZ _PMV 4WVMTa ÅZ[\ KIUM \W
PMZPWUM<PI\\PMUW]V\IQVXMWXTMLQLV¼\\Z][\IVaWVM1\_I[[WUM\PQVO
new—something different—for them to take her in.
Tonight as she lies in dead, forgotten leaves, crying for the ache of the
_WUIV¼[KWTLJIKSIVL\PMUIV¼[IVOZaUW]\PIN\MZ[WUIVaLIa[WN [MXIration from all contact, she thinks seriously of turning back. But she does not
know the way. Her instincts are like wind, with no obvious sense of direction.
And she cries because, in all this vast miracle of forest, she could not possibly
ÅVL.I_V¼[PWUMIOIQVJaKPIVKM;PMKZQM[JMKI][M[PM_I[[WJ][aTWVOing, when she stayed there, for that one love she could not have, that she did
not appreciate enough the love that surrounded and comforted her all the
time, that comfort of friendly human companionship.
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Then, without realizing it, she grows still, and her eyes run dry as she stares
]VJTQVSQVOI\\PMJTIKS_QVLW_[WN [SaIVLZMUMUJMZ[\PI\ÅVITVQOP\6W
she cannot go back anyway. She could hardly look at them again, after what
happened in the loft that night. It was shame enough when Chelya came
running, just returning from her full-moon revelry while Lonely attempted
to slip off unseen.
Chelya was laughing, her hair falling out of the band that held it back, in
LQbbaQVO[XQZIT[\PI\[\]KS\WPMZLIUXÆ][PMLNIKM;PMTWWSMLJMI]\QN]T
with a trace of elegance beneath the childish fullness of her face, her white
\MM\PÆI[PQVO_PMV[PM[UQTML
 ¹4WVMTaº[PM[IQL\ISQVOJW\PWN 4WVMTa¼[PIVL[IVLPMZ[UQTM\ZMUJTML
¹1¼UQVTW^M º
Lonely stiffened.
Immediately, with something that Lonely could only remember now as
pure grace—a grace far beyond her years—Chelya forgot herself and beKIUMITTKWVKMZVOZI[XQVO4WVMTa¼[NWZMIZU[IVLZ]JJQVO\PMUI[QN 4WVMTa
_MZMKWTL¹?PI\¼[_ZWVO'º[PMI[SMLPMZMaM[[MIZKPQVOQV\W4WVMTa¼[J]\
Lonely looked away. Like so many times before, she contracted into a cage of
I_S_IZLXIQVQV\PMNIKMWN +PMTaI¼[MI[a_IZU\P;PM_IV\ML\WJM[WNZMM
 *]\\PW[MPIVL[LQL[WW\PMPMZ_Q\P\PMQZ]V\PQVSQVOKWVÅLMV\_IZU\P
I[KWUNWZ\QVOI[NWWL4WVMTaZMTI`MLITQ\\TM¹1LWV¼\SVW_º[PM[IQLNMMTQVO
that she might cry.
Chelya looked at her, her expression as perplexed as it had been that
UWZVQVO4WVMTaÅZ[\I_WSM\W\PQ[VM__WZTLIVL4WVMTaZMUMUJMZML\PI\
+PMTaI_I[WVTaIKPQTLIN\MZITT;PMX]TTMLPMZ[MTN \WOM\PMZIVL[IQL¹1¼U
[WZZa+PMTaI*]\Q\¼[\QUMNWZUM\WOW1PI^M\WTMI^MPMZMº
Still it sounded so abrupt, almost cruel. It hurts Lonely now, to think of
saying it. Chelya swallowed hard and stared at her for a long moment. Lonely
had never noticed how lovely her eyebrows were, perfectly arched and even,
like the wings of a bird whose body was invisible at the center of her forehead, its heart beating between her eyes. For a moment, in the moonlight,
the girl seemed to see right into her, but her smile faltered and she answered
WVTa¹0W_Ua[\MZQW][aW]IZM8ZQVKM[[NZWU\PM<W_MZ1O]M[[aW]_WV¼\
\MTT][_PMZMaW]¼ZMOWQVO'º
Lonely looked at her, her voice caught, and did not know what to answer.
What she left behind seemed more real than where she was headed. Chelya
interrupted her confusion. “Never mind. But will you wait a minute, please?”
And Lonely turned away as she ran back to the house, wondering if she
PILP]Z\+PMTaI_WVLMZQVOQN [PM_I[JMQVO[MTÅ[P_Q\PPMZW_VTQNM?PI\
had she ever given these people, who had given her so much?

